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 reative Europe 2014–2020
C
A new programme – a new cultural policy as well?

Fragmented markets, digitisation and globalisation –

The study was written within the framework of ifa’s

the draft of the new European Commission Frame-

Research Programme “Culture and Foreign Policy”.

work Programme “Creative Europe (2014–2020)”

Experts have been doing research on current top-

aims to tackle these challenges in the various cul-

ics in foreign cultural and educational policy since

tural sectors.

2010, with the goal of connecting research, practical
experience, policy, and the public sphere.

The choice of vocabulary used in the draft programme sparked a debate throughout Europe in

At this juncture I would like to express my sincere

2011, since terms such as “competitiveness”, “service”,

thanks to Cornelia Bruell, the author of the study,

and “added value” suggested that not only a new

for her outstanding work and her dedication. At the

support programme was being presented, but at

same time, I would like to thank my colleagues in

the same time, a new concept of culture was being

the Research Programme, including Odila Triebel,

manifested, which measures the value of culture in

the head of the programme, and Sarah Widmaier

terms of market mechanisms.

and Dorothea Grassmann, who supported the planning and editing of the project; and also I would like

With the present study, the ifa (Institute for
Foreign Cultural Relations), as a centre of excel-

to thank the Federal Foreign Office for its financial
support for the realisation of the study.

lence for foreign cultural and educational policy,
would like to contribute to this discourse. In doing

“Creative Europe” will be adopted in autumn

so, we do not want to further polarise the discus-

2013. We look forward with keen interest to that

sion, but rather, to provide space for an examina-

moment, and hope that with this study, we have

tion of the various positions: with the comparison

succeeded in providing an impetus for the process

of the old and new cultural support programmes as

of making adjustments to the programme.

a backdrop, the positions of the European Council,
the European Parliament, and civil-society actors
from Germany, France, Great Britain and Italy are

Sincerely,

addressed, and the vocabulary that is used is subjected to a critical analysis as well. In analyses of
this topic to date, the input of civil-society stakeholders has hardly been taken into account, and the
critical commentary on the vocabulary that is used
has not been subjected to a critical scholarly analysis. The present study takes this deficit into account,
and presents proposals for adjustments to the programme – proposals that do justice to the goal of
all concerned: to adequately meet the future challenges in this sector.

Ronald Grätz

Secretary General of the ifa

(Institute for Foreign Cultural Relations)
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In 2011 the European Commission developed a proposal for a regulation for the new framework programme

for the cultural and creative sector for the 2014–2020 Financial Framework. The present programmes “Culture”

(2007–2013), MEDIA for the audio-visual sector (2007–2013), and MEDIA Mundus for cooperation with professionals from third countries in the audio-visual area (2011–2013) are thereby to be brought together under a
common framework and a new facility for providing financing (guarantee fund) is to be created.

This study provides an overview of central changes in cultural support beginning in 2014, discusses

the positions of the European Council and the European Parliament concerning the Commission's
proposal, and presents criticisms put forth by civil-society stakeholders and members of the public. For this

purpose, publicly stated positions and newspaper opinion pieces have been examined in an analysis of content and discourse, and individual voices from civil society have been surveyed via semi-structured interviews.
Central points of criticism from the public, civil society and the European Parliament are, among others,

the economic style of the programme, with its emphasis on competition, employment and the strategic development of audiences. Furthermore, the idea of culture in the new programme has been criticised, since it
describes culture solely as a good and service, and the non-commercial value of culture is not expressed.
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1.1 Current developments

ment stated that this could send the EU budget into
the deficit zone. Thus, a new round of negotiations
will be necessary in the coming months. The Euro-

In 2011 the European Commission developed a

pean Parliament would like to postpone these nego-

proposal for a regulation for the new support pro-

tiations until spring 2014, following the EU elec-

gramme for the cultural and creative sector within

tions. As a result, it is not yet possible to plan the

the 2014–2020 Financial Framework. The primary

budget for the programme “Creative Europe”. Doris

objective thereby is to bring together the present

Pack, chairman of the Committee for Culture and

programmes “Culture” (2007–2013), MEDIA for the

Education in the European Parliament, has already

audio-visual sector (2007–2013) and MEDIA Mun-

realised that it will be very difficult to secure the

dus for cooperation with professionals from third

ambitious funding levels that have been set for the

countries in the audio-visual area (2011–2013) under

programme:

a common framework, and to create a new facility
for providing financing (guarantee fund).

“I doubt that we will get as much as we want,
but I am sure that we will get more than

For the concrete drafting of the programme, the

at present because of the additional activi-

European Parliament (EP) presented a draft on Octo-

ties planned in the new Creative Europe pro-

ber 8, 2012, in which the Commission’s proposal

gramme” (Doris Pack, Screendaily, 26/3/2013).

had been reworked in detail. Out of the 676 suggested changes, a compromise version was adopted

According to insider information published by

on December 18, 2012 in the Culture and Educa-

Screendaily, if the budget proposal by the Euro-

tion Committee of the European Parliament, with

pean Council becomes final, the budget for the pro-

a vote of 25 for and two against. In this connection,

gramme would be about 1.3 billion euros instead

a report by EP rapporteur Silvia Costa on the legis-

of the 1.8 billion euros that were originally pro-

lative procedure in the first reading of January 14,

posed by the Commission. This would amount to an

2013 is available (European Parliament, Report (in

increase of twelve per cent in comparison with the

first reading), 14/1/2013). The Irish Presidency of the

programme for 2007–2013. The negotiations in the

Council (first half of the year 2013) has declared the

Council working groups will play a central role here.

programme “Creative Europe” to be one of its central priorities. At the moment, the Council Presi-

A joint agreement concerning the Multiannual

dency, the European Parliament and the Commis-

Financial Framework and the draft programme

sion are negotiating in the so-called “trilogue” on

could be reached by the summer break. The goal

a final text version of the programme.

would be to have the regulation passed at the meeting of the Council of Ministers in November, 2013.

On March 13, 2013, however, the European
Parliament by a vote of 506 rejected the 2014–2020

The name “Creative Europe” could change in

Multiannual Financial Framework that had been

the meantime, since a thinktank with the same

proposed by the European Council. In this regard,

name has existed in France since 2011, and it could

the European Council had reached an agreement on

potentially seek financial compensation.

February 8, 2013 that the maximum budget would
be limited to one per cent of gross national income
as stated in the EU Budget. The European Parlia-

10
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Thus Doris Pack proposes:

To date there has been a range of studies on the
subject of “the culture industry” and “the creative

“We would not pay, but decide instead to use

city” (for example, in the magazine “The Interna-

a different name. So, let’s start thinking about

tional Journal of Cultural Policy”), but the changes

the possibilities for another name as I don’t

and ramifications of the Commission’s new draft

remember people being so delighted about

programme have mainly been criticised in commen-

the name [Creative Europe] in any case” (Doris

taries (for example, Kämpf 2012; Sievers/Wingert

Pack, Screendaily, 26/3/2013).

2012) and articles by civil-society actors (for example, advocacy groups). The European Parliament
has commissioned studies concerning the funding

1.2 Goal and method of the study

lines for “Culture” and MEDIA in the new draft pro
gramme (the thematic papers regarding the field
of action “Culture”, and MEDIA: IMO 2012 and KEA

The following study analyses and provides criti-

2012). To date, there has been neither a critical anal-

cal comments on the content-related and discur-

ysis of the vocabulary, nor have interviews been con-

sive aspects of the EU cultural support programme

ducted with civil-society actors – that deficit is to be

“Creative Europe”. It poses the following questions:

remedied here.

Will EU cultural policy in general be altered by the
consolidation and adjustment of cultural support
programmes? Is the vocabulary used in the draft
programme being changed? What ramifications
does such a shift in discourse have, and in which
context does it take place? How is the new support
programme being perceived by public and civilsociety actors?
The study thus provides an overview of central changes in cultural support starting in 2014,
it discusses the positions of the European Council
and the EU Parliament concerning the Commission’s proposal, and it elicits critical commentary
from members of civil society and the public. The
approach is partly content-related, and partly discursive. The analysis of public statements and
newspaper opinion articles does not claim to be
exhaustive, but rather shall provide an impression
of several national perspectives (from Germany,
France, Great Britain and Italy). Individual voices
from within civil society were compiled with the
help of semi-structured interviews (see appendix for
the questionnaires and list of interviewees).

11
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2.1	The institutional background

Among the institutions and persons central to the
development and the resolutions concerning the
programmes “Culture” and MEDIA are the following:

Culture as a real field of action for European policy
was not incorporated into the treaties of the European Communities until very late. It was not until
the adoption of the Article on Culture (Art. 128) in

• t he EU Council of Culture Ministers,
meets in May and November in Brussels;
• t he EU Commissioner for Education, Culture,

the Maastricht Treaty that a legal basis was created

Multilingualism and Youth (2010-14):

for cultural activities in the European Union (cf.

Androulla Vassiliou (Cyprus);

Sievers/Wingert 2012:36). This article was incorpo-

•E
 uropean Parliament, Committee for Culture

rated into the Lisbon Treaty as Article 167. Therein

and Education (2009-14): Chairman Doris Pack

the European Union pledges to contribute “to the

(Germany).

development of the cultures of the Member States”.
It is a matter here of the dissemination of culture

The collaboration with national government agen-

and history, conservation of cultural heritage, non-

cies is organised in accordance with the so-called

commercial cultural exchange, and artistic and lit-

open method of coordination (OMC), which means

erary endeavours. In other areas as well, “cultural

that national agencies choose persons who contrib-

aspects shall be taken into account”, particularly “in

ute to EU-wide expert groups on this issue.

order to respect and promote the diversity of its cultures” (the so-called “cultural compatibility clause”,

At this time there are OMC working groups for the

Paragraph 4 of Article 167, ABl C 83). Thus, here is

following focus areas:

the source of that phrasing that finds its way into
all areas of policy where cultural aspects are to be
taken into account.

• c ultural diversity and intercultural dialogue/
accessible and integrative culture;
• c ultural and creative industries;

Since 1996 there have been various community programmes that support cultural cooperation between the member states, and between var-

• skills acquisition and mobility of creative artists;
• c ultural heritage (including mobility of art
collections).

ious institutions and organisations (for example,
the programmes “Kaleidoscope”, “Ariane”, “Raph-

The sessions of the Council are prepared in the

ael”, “Culture 2000”, “Culture”). Major goals in this

sessions of the so-called Council working groups

respect have been the promotion of cultural ex

for culture and media, which meet about every

changes, mobility of creative artists, and the cre-

two weeks in Brussels. Here representatives of the

ation of long-term networks, as well as the devel-

councillorships come together under the leadership

opment of innovative methods of expression and

of the presidency and in the presence of the Com-

working (cf. Sievers/Wingert 2012:37). Businesses

mission. In addition, there are also so-called pro-

could take part in projects, but only if they were

gramme committees, through which the Member

not seeking to make a profit.

States can contribute to the implementation of individual programmes. Furthermore, there are also
“trilogue” meetings, in which the Council Presidency, the European Parliament and the Commission negotiate on a common text version for the

13
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Commission’s proposal.

achievement of the Europe 2020 Strategy objectives
and to its flagship initiatives” (Article 3).

Furthermore there are platforms that work on
political recommendations, with the involvement of

The Commission feels obligated to undertake

European associations and networks – for instance,

such a programme because new challenges are con-

the platform for an intercultural Europe, the plat-

vulsing the industry: a fragmented market, digiti-

form for access to culture, the platform for the cul-

sation and globalisation, problems with financing,

tural and creative industries, as well as the docu-

and the lack of comparable data. National and lan-

ments of civil-society platforms, which keep on hand

guage barriers lead to “limited choice for the con-

recommendations of the cultural and creative indus-

sumer” (European Commission COM (2011) 785:11).

tries. Every two years a European Culture Forum takes
place. For the decision concerning the programme

“In this respect, the Union, where necessary,

the co-decision procedure will be used – unanimity

supports and supplements Member States’

in the Council of Ministers is not necessary. However,

actions to respect cultural and linguistic diver-

an agreement on the Multiannual Financial Frame-

sity, strengthen the competitiveness of the

work for 2014–2020 is a precondition.

European cultural and creative sectors and
facilitate adaptation to industrial changes, in
particular through vocational training” (ibid:9).

2.2	The support programme
“Creative Europe” in comparison
with the current programme

The pilot project “European Creative Industries Alli-

The new programme shall, according to the Com-

“leveraging additional funds for creative indus-

mission’s proposal, build on the experiences gained

tries and stimulating the demand for creative

in the programmes “Culture”, MEDIA and MEDIA

industries’ services by other industries and sec-

Mundus, as well as with the promotion of the Cap-

tors” (ibid).

ance” as a cross-sector policy initiative has the objective of

itals of Culture (2007–2019) and the European Cultural Heritage Seal. In the Commission’s proposal

Although the style of the intentions described here

an increase of the budget for the “cultural and cre-

and the goals of the programme are thus unam

ative industries” to a total of 1.801 billion Euros is

biguously economic in nature, in the definition of

planned. This would amount to an increase of 37

the regulation it is stated that “cultural and crea-

per cent. The proposal positions itself within the

tive sectors” means all sectors “whose activities are

framework of the goals of the Europe 2020 Strat-

based on cultural values and/or artistic and crea-

egy, to promote “smart, sustainable and inclusive

tive expressions, whether these activities are mar-

growth”. The programme is decidedly understood

ket- or non-market oriented”. In the next sentence,

as a contribution to “high employment, high pro-

however, only goods and services are referred to,

ductivity, and high social cohesion”. Incentives for

also in connection with cultural heritage, festivals,

knowledge-based businesses and improved access

performing and fine arts and music. A “service” is,

to financing shall be created. The programme sup-

however, by definition an activity that “is offered

ports “only actions and activities presenting a poten-

with the goal of meeting the needs or desires of con-

tial European added value and contributing to the

sumers in a market” (Onpulson Economic Lexicon).

14
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A “professional, an organisation, a business or an

“The programme is based on a flexible, interdis-

institution” in the cultural or creative sector are all

ciplinary approach, and is focused on the needs

considered to be actors. A professional is a person

expressed by cultural operators during the pub-

who has successfully completed a commercial, busi-

lic consultations leading up to its design.”

ness or other course of professional study, and thus,
a technical definition such as this will not include

In the new programme this is reformulated to say

all artists. The administrative tasks shall continue

that the “real needs of persons operating projects,

to be performed by the existing executive agency

including small and medium-sized enterprises (SME)

Education, Audio-visual and Culture (which has

in the cultural and creative sectors” shall be taken

been entrusted with this task since 2009).

into account. Here, too, there is no discussion of
social components that should be kept in mind in

“Culture”

keeping with the reference to personal circumstances, but rather only “real needs”, the meaning
of which is not clear.

The focus of the support measures in this area lies
in the establishment of networks, cooperative pro-

The expression “microenterprise” is mentioned

jects and the “impact-broadening activities of organ-

exactly one time in the Commission’s “Proposal for

isations”. European cultural prizes shall continue

a Regulation”; the definition of SMEs in use since

to be financed, along with the European Cultural

2003, which includes microenterprises with fewer

Heritage Seal and the initiative European Capitals

than 10 employees, is not mentioned anywhere.1

of Culture.

This leads to misunderstandings.

In sharp contrast to the new support programme,

The number of calls for proposals shall be re

with the programme “Culture” through 2013 there

duced from nine to four. “Actions lacking critical

was no discussion of growth, employment or compet-

mass, a long-term perspective, or which are over-

itiveness. The three most important objectives here

subscribed due to their design will be discontinued”

were referred to as “cross-border mobility”, “trans

(European Commission COM 2011 786:5). It should

national circulation”, and “intercultural dialogue”.

be noted here that in the old programme “Culture”,

The areas of action were “cultural projects”, “cultural

only those cultural actors who were working in cul-

institutions on the European level”, and “analysis and

ture on a non-profit basis were designated as being

dissemination actions”.

eligible for grants.

In 2008 the overall objective of fostering the

The operating grants are being discontinued,

creation of a “European citizenry” through the

since they are not sufficiently results-oriented, and

expansion of cooperative activities was still being

according to the Commission, they were too com-

retained. The aspect of a European citizenry is no

plicated for applicants. They are to be replaced by

longer discussed in the new programme. At the

project grants, this however poses difficulties for

same time, the flexibility regarding the personal

particularly those institutions that do not always

circumstances of those being affected, which still

work on a project basis (for example, the European

played a role in the draft of the old programme, is

Music Council).

no longer addressed. And so it states in the official

1 See http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sme/files/sme.
definition/sme.user.guide.en.pdf

journal (2008/C 141/13):

15
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The current annual call for proposals with a chang-

previously covered in the separate MEDIA Mun-

ing country focus will be abandoned, and instead

dus Programme within the single legal basis; a

increasingly projects from acceding and candidate

cross-cutting value chain approach which sup-

countries, countries from the European neighbour-

ports a number of film projects with high com-

hood, and from the European Economic Area will

mercial and circulation potential (‘champions’)

be financed.

throughout the value chain, from training to
distribution; transversal projects covering sev-

MEDIA

eral segments and players of the value chain;
and support to sales agents with broad market
reach and a global market approach” (European

Digital technologies, transnational circulation, and

Commission COM (2011) 786:5).

capacity-building are the priorities of the MEDIA
field of action. Here marketing, distribution and the

Right at the first glance it becomes clear that the

expansion of classes of audiences are central con-

style of the MEDIA Programme has been applied

cerns. Only networks of European cinema operators

to the whole “Creative Europe” programme. Apart

who show a significant proportion of non-national

from the emphasis on competition, addressing

European films are supported.

new target groups, and employment, the MEDIA
Programme also had a production guarantee fund

The MEDIA Programme 2007–2013 pursues

(launched in 2010).

the following primary objectives: to reinforce the
European audio-visual sector, above all in relation
to European cultural identity and cultural heritage;

MEDIA Mundus

to support the circulation of audio-visual works; to
strengthen the competitiveness of the sector. In

Media Mundus was established in 2009 with a

the monitoring and evaluation of the programme

budget of 15 million euros for the period from

it is a matter of the quantitative success of the sup-

2011–2013, to strengthen cultural and commercial

port measures: for example, the industry’s share of

relationships between the European film industry

employment and gross national product; the per-

and filmmakers from third countries. In this area,

centage of persons who make recourse to European

as well, challenges such as globalisation and new

cultural works; the number of learning experiences

technologies are referred to. The predecessor pro-

that were made possible; the number of project

gramme was called MEDIA International (2008–

sponsorships; the number of visitors; the percent-

2010) and had a budget of 8 million euros. MEDIA

age of European audio-visual works; the number

Mundus will now be wholly merged into the MEDIA

of financial institutions for the creative sector, the

Programme.

number of loans. The following adjustments to the
MEDIA Programme shall be undertaken:

Financial Facility

“a focus on structuring actions with a maximum
systemic impact; creation of a financial facil-

A facility for the cultural and creative industry will

ity to progressively replace direct grants where

be introduced within a cross-sector field of action,

possible; increasing the leverage of EU funds;

which will be operated within the framework of a

streamlining of the international dimension

European Union debt instrument for SMEs. Loans

16
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shall thus be made more available to SMEs. The
period of the guarantees can run for up to ten years.
With this fund, the existing barriers to access to
capital, above all for SMEs in the culture and creative sectors, are to be bypassed. Access is difficult
in this sector first and foremost because the sector is characterised by the production of immaterial goods, and also because of the generally low
level of willingness within the sector to invest, and
additionally, because of risk aversion on the part of
financial institutes.
Already during the submission of proposals in
the “Culture” Programme from 2007–2013, there
was a requirement in the fields of action “MultiAnnual Cooperation Projects”, “Smaller Cooperation Measures”, “Literary Translation”, and “Cooperation Projects with Third Countries” that applicants
take on 50 per cent of the total eligible cost. In the
fields of action “Support to European Cultural Festivals” and “European Capitals of Culture” it was
40 per cent. This will not be changed in the current programme. That means that only institutions,
organisations and networks with a pre-existing capital reserve can apply for assistance. The guarantee
fund that has now been set up is expected to constitute a support here. It will be administered by the
European Investment Fund, will be provided with
201 million euros in funding, and is expected to
generate up to 1 billion euros in the form of loans.
The promotion of transnational political cooperation represents, aside from the guarantee fund,
another component of the cross-sector support
measures. This part remains the least precisely
defined of all.

17
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2.3	Summary of the changes
OLD PROGRAMME (2007–2013)
Objectives

NEW PROGRAMME (2014–2020)
Overall programme objectives:
- cultural and linguistic diversity
- strengthening competitiveness

“Culture”:
- cross-border mobility
- transnational circulation
- intercultural dialogue
- European citizenship

“Culture”:
- capacity-building: know-how, new business
models, adapting to digitisation, expansion
of classes of audiences, international careers
- transnational circulation: literature, touring
shows, events, exhibitions, audience groups

MEDIA:
- strengthening the audio-visual sector
- distribution of audiovisual works
- competitiveness of the sector

MEDIA:
- capacity-building: digital technologies, adaptation to market developments, distribution and
co-production, access to markets
- transnational circulation: marketing, distribution, new audience groups, new business models

MEDIA Mundus:
- cultural and commercial relationships between
the European film industry and third countries

18
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FIELDS OF “Culture”:
ACTION
- cultural projects/literary translation
- analyses, collection and distribution of
information
- culture festivals

MEDIA:
- professional support of those working in the
area
- development of projects and businesses
- distribution of motion pictures and audiovisual programmes (including film festivals)
- new technologies: pilot projects, video on
demand, and digital cinema
MEDIA Mundus:
- upgrading skills of those working in the area
- access to the international market
- distribution of European works in
non-European markets and vice-versa
Funding Total funding:
1.17 billion

“Culture”:
- cross-border cooperation projects
- activities of European entities, European
networks
- circulation of artists and works
- literary translation
- culture prizes, Cultural Heritage Seal,
Capitals of Culture
MEDIA:
- acquisition of skills, knowledge, networking
- European audio-visual works with circulation
potential
- European and international co-productions
- commercial AV events, online instruments
- circulation
- network of European cinema owners
- diversity, new audience groups, new business
models
Cross-sectoral area:
- guarantee fund
- transnational political cooperation

Total funding:
1.8 billion, which represents an increase of
37 percent

Culture: 400 million
MEDIA: 750 million

Culture: 487 million (30 per cent)

MEDIA Mundus (2011–2013): 15 million

MEDIA: 950 million (55 per cent)
Cross-sectoral area: 286 million (15 per cent),
of which: 211 million for the guarantee fund,
75 million for transnational political cooperation

- operating grants
STRUC- direct financial support
TURAL
CHANGES - MEDIA Mundus for projects with third
countries

- no operating grants, only project grants
- no direct financial support
-M
 EDIA Mundus shall be wholly merged into
the MEDIA Programme
- guarantee fund

19
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2.4	The innovative aspects

The IMO (Institute for International Relations, Croatia) study on the area of culture in the new programme has levelled another criticism: that the

The unification of the administrative machinery

participation of the EU in the guarantee fund has

represents an innovation that shall above all yield

not been made transparent, and that is it still very

savings for the programme. These savings can in

much unclear what consequences the guarantee

turn be put to use in an increased number of pro-

fund will have for the EU budget. In terms of struc-

jects. There has been criticism from many quarters

ture and planning, much about the guarantee fund

however on this point, since, the theory goes, the

remains untold. Moreover, there is a lack of ties to

number of proposals will not change, and thus, just

culture programmes in the Structural Funds (cf.

as many staff members will be needed as in the pre-

ibid). In addition, the fund will have a mainly posi-

ceding period. Aside from that, the consolidation

tive impact on the larger Member States, since they

runs the risk of reinforcing the monopolisation ten-

also have the greatest economic share in the cul-

dencies within the cultural and creative industries.

tural and creative sector (Great Britain, Germany,
France, Italy and Spain, KEA 2006:66). Thus, the

The guarantee fund that has been established

fund could bring about a geographical imbalance.

is depicted as being particularly innovative and
up to date. It is intended to enable above all finan-

The focus on “strategic audience-building by cul-

cially weak cultural operators to apply for support

tural institutions through cultural marketing, visi-

through the programme, since in most of the action

tor research, target-group positioning and cultural

areas, assumptions of 50 per cent of the total eligi-

transmission” is a new element in the programme.

ble cost by the applicant is customary. An increase

Thereby it is above all the consumption of culture

in the total volume of the programme is thus una-

that becomes a central concern. In contrast, in the

voidable, since without such an increase, but with

programme up until 2013, the focus was on mobility

the guarantee fund, the budget for the other areas

of cultural operators and cultural works, as well as

would de facto shrink.

intercultural dialogue. Here the development of the
programme in the direction of economic and mar-

The way that the guarantee fund is now de

ket-oriented objectives becomes clear. The focus on

signed, however, it appears to be primarily an exten-

audience development can on the one hand be seen

sion of the existing MEDIA Production Guarantee

as an innovation, above all with an eye to recent eco-

Fund (MPGF).

nomic developments and crises, but it can of course
also be regarded as a trend in opposition to a con-

One can namely assume that primarily marketoriented SMEs (that is to say, the area of the commer-

cept of art and culture that exists independent of
considerations of yield and profit.

cial creative industry that focuses on audio-visual
media) will be able to convince banks that they will

In the European Parliament, it is precisely the

be able to repay a loan (cf. IMO 2012:29). Especially

lack of innovation in the programme that is being

for smaller cultural operators, who were supposed

criticised. Legal aspects such as copyright or acqui-

to be helped with the assistance of this instrument,

sition of licences are hardly being discussed.

it will be nearly impossible to do this.

Precisely in the MEDIA area, the Parliament is calling for the following adjustments:
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“keeping ‘to an absolute minimum’ obstacles
to licensing, including cross border licensing,
in order to allow the emergence of new business models with a view to ensuring completion of the digital single market; and support
for audio-visual operators ‘to develop European
audio-visual works with enhanced cross-border
circulation potential, including digital games as
stand-alone audio-visual works’”(Screen International, 12/11/2012).

In the area of audio-visual works, but also with other
artistic projects, the draft programme neglects to
react to current developments. It would be desirable especially here to hold a debate on new financing models, such as, for example, mixed financing
under a crowd-funding system. 2 Given the existing concerns regarding the willingness of banks to
invest in the cultural and creative sector, the plan
for a support programme should not ignore the subject of private pre-financing. Selected projects that
had been initiated with swarm financing could be
co-financed with EU funds. In the meantime, even
businesses are participating in crowd-funding with
large sums of money. Here, especially in the area of
art and culture, caution is warranted – questions
regarding the power to make decisions (can a minority of Internet users make decisions about public aid
grants?) and the relationship of marketing and culture must be asked. The reality of these financing
methods cannot, however, be ignored.

2 With crowd-funding or swarm funding, Internet users be
come investors through a suitable platform (for example, Kickstarter).
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The language of EU cultural policy has been greatly

The “cultural and creative industries” (“Kultur- und

changed in the new programme. The former cul-

Kreativwirtschaft”) is one of the most popular lexical

tural sector is now called the “cultural and creative

creations in the German draft of the programme.

sector”. It is doubtful as to whether those working in

According to economic data, this sector is growing

culture in non-profit organisations or those in the

faster than the rest of the economy in the 27 EU

public areas can identify with these terms.

Member States, and contributes 3.3 per cent of GDP
(European Commission COM (2012) 537:2). When

The linguistic innovations are, however, depen

in this regard “challenges” are referred to, which

dent on the (national) language being used. Thus,

mostly amounts to using an euphemism for a prob-

while in German there has been a change from “Kul-

lem situation, then the likewise popular terms “new

tursektor” to “Kultur- und Kreativbranche”, nothing has

technologies” and “globalisation” are also used.

changed in the English-language draft, in which the

When difficulties in this sector are referred to, it

term “cultural and creative sectors”3 has stayed the

is first and foremost with a view to financeability,

same. The same thing is true for the Romance lan-

which in times of “financial crisis” has become all

guages: in Italian, “i settori culturali e creative”, and in

the more problematic.

French, “secteurs de la culture et de la création”.
In the proposal for the resolution there is mostly
In order to ascertain a shift in content, it is espe-

talk of cultural- and creative-sector goods and ser-

cially important to consider the contextualisation

vices, as is the case with cultural heritage, festivals,

of the terminology used. Thus cultural diversity and

the performing and fine arts, and music. Are art and

intercultural dialogue are indeed to be promoted,

culture to be understood merely as a need on the

but in the same sentence it is made clear that “cul-

part of consumers?

ture as a catalyser for creativity” is understood as
existing “within the framework for growth and

As Sievers and Wingert remark, the style in the

employment”. Hence, culture is clearly framed as

“European Agenda for Culture 2007” was indeed

not existing apart from the orientation towards

different, but here also the instrumental view was

markets, and requirements for growth.

already being applied to the European cultural sector. As early as that time, a strategic role was being

In the Commission’s communication regarding

assigned to cultural policy:

the programme, it is noted that the cultural sector
shall optimise its “potential for economic growth,

“There is also acknowledgement that culture

jobcreation, and social inclusion” (European Com-

is an indispensable feature to achieve the EU’s

mission COM (2011) 786:7). In the communication

strategic objectives of prosperity, solidarity and

the existing programmes are also acknowledged

security, while ensuring a stronger presence on

mainly for their economic successes and improve-

the international scene.” (European Commis-

ments.

sion COM (2007) 242:3).

However, in the new programme, the aspect of inter3 However, in the impact assessment for the draft programme,
which is only available in English, the term “cultural and creative
industries” is used, and it is explicitly noted that this is identical
in meaning to the term “cultural and creative sectors”, which is
used in the document (European Commission 2011c).

cultural dialogue has greatly diminished in importance. Cultural diversity and identity are considered in light of international competitiveness. And
so projects that are not profit-oriented or that do
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not promote competitiveness are left to the Mem-

reinforcement” enter into a symbiosis here.4 The

ber States, in accordance with the principle of sub-

term is also generally associated with the term

sidiarity (cf. Sievers/Wingert 2012:38).

“growth”.

The operators in the cultural sector are now to

Not only does the vocabulary related to culture

be subsumed under the term “cultural and crea-

follow a certain logic, but also regarding the action

tive sector”. The focus is now not on the businesses

area MEDIA it is possible to question the one-sided

in this sector, but on the artists themselves, who

emphasis on economic logic. Even though film pro-

emerge as producers and are expected to distrib-

duction is a heavily mercantilised area, it is ques-

ute their works as widely as possible, in order to

tionable whether a European culture programme

make more profits: with the objective of “more trade

may consider the making and marketing of films

within the internal market, more international

purely from a market-oriented perspective. If film

trade and increased revenues for the sector” (Euro-

and other audio-visual areas contribute to Europe’s

pean Commission COM (2011) 786:7).

cultural heritage, then the concentration on vocabulary such as “high commercial and circulation

And thus it is also a central objective of the Com-

potential”, “value chain”, “large market range”,

mission to expand classes of audiences (see on this

and “worldwide marketing approach” cannot be

topic also the conference “European Audiences:

sufficient.

2020 and Beyond”). Together with the funding institutions, project applicants become operators who
attempt to reach new audience groups. There is a
common goal.
The terms “cultural diversity” and “intercultural dialogue” appear in a very unspecific and
hardly authentic way. The potential contribution
of the cultural and creative sector to the struggle
against discrimination, racism and xenophobia
sounds similarly vague. If one wishes to avoid empty
phrases here, such relationships must be spelled out
in detail and elaborated upon.
In contrast, the term “creativity” holds a prom
inent place in the new programme. Creativity can
now be regarded as a constant that has been decoupled from the individual. Herewith the subjectivity
has been removed from culture, and it has been
objectivised and made quantifiable through the
use of the term “creativity”, which can compete
with others. Creativity and “capacity-building/-

4 In the proposal for the resolution, the word “capacity”, partly
in combination with -build up or -reinforcement, appears a total
of ten times, and the whole document fills only 19 pages. “Creative sector” appears 55 times, while “diversity” is mentioned only
13 times, although the promotion of the cultural and creative sector is put on an equal footing with the safeguarding and promotion of cultural diversity as an objective of the programme.
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4.1	The political discourse

The Commission attempts to legitimise the new
style, which is arguably partly imposed from outside, in that it declares a changed approach to the

In all, it is possible to ascertain three leading dis-

audience to be necessary. Numerous of statements

courses on the political stage: 1.) the Commission’s

and conferences confirm that the aspect of “audi-

justification discourse for the draft of the new pro-

ence development” has moved to center stage. A new

gramme; 2.) the critical commentary of the Euro-

relationship shall be entered into with the “audi-

pean Parliament under the leadership of the Italian

ence”, which is portrayed as a malleable mass. There

Member Silvia Costa; 3.) the official national state-

is talk of “increasing, widening, deepening, diver-

ments and the “partial overall orientation” of the

sifying”. The changed approach to the audience is

Council.

justified above all by the “challenges of our time”,
“digital shift”, “new technologies”, and “economic

European Commission

growth”.
Here, the Commission depicts culture and the

The Commission’s discourse disaggregates into the

public in a manner that suggests a divided relation-

official style of the programme on the one hand,

ship. Culture is still something from a higher sphere

and on the other hand, into verbal reassurances at

that must be brought to the attention of average

conferences and other events. At a Commission’s

citizens, since they do not participate in culture to

“information session” at the beginning of 2012,

begin with. This is expressed in the speeches of the

employees in the department of Media and Culture

Commissioner for Education and Culture, Androulla

asserted that not much would change in practice

Vassiliou:

in the awarding of funds; there would at the very
most be improvements, but however the style of the

“We need to do more to engage the public with

programme would have to be adapted to the 2020

European culture and to protect diversity. To

objectives. Had the department not conformed to

do this effectively, we need to help artists and

the pressure to adapt, in accordance with the wishes

other professionals to build new audiences, in

in particular of Commission President José Manuel

their home countries and beyond, to re-assess

Barroso, there would have been a risk of an overall

their relationship with existing audiences and

reduction in or elimination of European support for

to diversify audiences. If we want to introduce

culture (cf. Kämpf 2012).

younger audiences to culture, we need to think
afresh about how best to do this. If we don’t

The criticism concerning the abolishment of

look at this issue seriously, we risk undermin-

operating grants has been unofficially countered

ing our cultural diversity and its benefits for the

as well by the Commission, in that it is pointed out

economy and social inclusion” (European Union

that not much will change in practice. In the new

News, 15/10/2012).

procedures the project funding is laid out over several years and does not require partners; thus it cov-

The members of the public increasingly become con-

ers the operating costs of networks de facto.

sumers, in that above all, the aspect of demand is to
be satisfied. The capitalist logic of desire to be intertwined with the sphere of culture.
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At the beginning of the year 2013, the European

these aspects may not be interpreted in a commer-

Commission awarded contracts to Ecorys NL (see

cial way. At the same time, the Parliament does not

“The discourse in civil society”) and IDEA Consult

at all neglect to make clear the significance of the

to carry out an online survey that first and foremost

cultural and creative industry.

is to collect data on financial needs in the cultural
and creative sector (http://eu-for-creativity.eu). The

The separation of the concept of culture from

results of the survey will be published along with a

purely economic factors is also to be achieved by

broad-based study at the end of July, 2013.

deleting the reference to the European Union’s
membership in the World Trade Organisation (WTO)

European Parliament (EP)

and to the obligations that arise therewith. Likewise, the guideline that the new programme must
be in line with the 2020 objectives shall be deleted.

The European Parliament has a very critical view of
the Commission’s draft. The changes proposed by the

The draft report of the Committee for Cul-

Committee for Culture and Education under the lead-

ture and Education also includes other studies and

ership of Silvia Costa proposed deep-seated changes.

reports, such as the one by the rapporteur for the

On December 18, 2012, the Parliament agreed on a

Budget Committee, Barbara Matera (EPP). Her arti-

compromise draft of the proposed changes. Proposed

cle focuses on the MEDIA action area, and first and

changes have also come from Lothar Bisky (Mem-

foremost urges an improvement in the cross-linkage

ber of the EP, Die Linke) who has insisted on the dual

of the programme with other funding frameworks,

nature of the concept of culture: “In the future, there

such as the Structural and Regional Funds. Aside

should be a clear distinction between the non-profit

from that, Matera charges that the Media Mundus

and market-oriented areas.”5

Programme is not sufficiently represented in the
new draft, and calls for a mention of global opportu-

The critical commentary on the part of the Parliament concerns primarily the positioning of eco-

nities for cooperation in the draft legislation (Screen
International, 5/10/ 2012).

nomic aspects of “cultural production” and the central significance of competition-based development

The Committee on Employment and Social Af

strategies. If one casts a glance at the Parliament’s

fairs calls above all for microenterprises to be given

draft report, it becomes immediately clear that the

their due regard:

non-commercial side of cultural activities and developments is to receive special emphasis. Whole sec-

“according to European Commission data, 99%

tions that were not in the Commission’s original

of all EU enterprises are SMEs, and 90% of them

version are to be inserted, for example, Article 5a

are actually micro-enterprises (having less than

concerning cultural heritage. In section 5, the Par-

10 employees, in fact employing five people on

liament’s proposal inserts an article concerning the

average). These micro enterprises employ 53%

dual function of cultural activities: the economic

of the workforce in Europe; therefore, they are

aspect, but also that of ars gratia artis and its sig-

essential for our economies” (Screen Interna-

nificance for the development of identities, mean-

tional, 2/10/2012).

ings and values. It is to be explicitly recorded that
5 http://www.lotharbisky.de/kat_dokumentarisches_detail.
php?v=334
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In financial terms, the Parliament demands that
while there must indeed be a common framework
programme, one should very well continue to speak

The Education, Youth and Culture
Council of the European Union

of two independent programmes – an audio-visual

As early as in the first agreement of the EU culture

area, and that of the former Culture programme.

and education ministers on a “first general policy

One desired change that has been regarded with

approach” in May, 2012 it was recorded that “the

criticism across the board is the demand that the fol-

intrinsic value of culture and art” should be more

lowing passage be incorporated: “tackle the under-

heavily emphasised, and that thus the non-profit

representation of creative women and female art-

sector should be taken into greater account. It was

ists.”

said to be important to strike a balance between cultural diversity and economic aspects. It was stressed

The Commission’s new focus on audience devel-

that above all, smaller operators and non-profit-ori-

opment has likewise been regarded with criticism.

ented initiatives must be taken into greater account.

Silvia Costa, for example, does not speak of the pub-

Aside from that, in the evaluation process not only

lic in the singular, but rather of “i pubblici”.6 And

quantitative factors should be drawn on, but quali-

Lothar Bisky (2012) criticises the one-sided inter-

tative standards should be developed.

pretation of “audience development”:
On November 26 and 27, 2012, the culture min“A further priority of the new programme pro-

isters met again; however, this was with the knowl-

posal is so called ‘audience building’. The main

edge that the negotiations for the overall budget had

argument lies in a new demand-oriented pol-

been postponed. So again, it was possible only to

icy, which completely dismisses the unforesee-

reach an agreement on a “partial overall approach”.

able demand for cultural goods, and also leaves

Again it was recorded:

basic problems of access to, participation in,
and the exclusion from culture unaccounted

“Culture with its inherent elements of creativ-

for. The objective of the new programme

ity and innovation is a value in itself. It has a

should not be increases in market share, but

significant public value and contributes to the

rather to create and promote integrative and

achievement of smart, sustainable and inclu-

identification functions of culture, as well as

sive growth as set out in Europe 2020 strategy

the creation of a European public, and among

and its flagship initiatives” (Council conclusions

other things, to raise people’s awareness of

on Cultural Governance, 26–27/11/2012).

European film in all of its diversity.”

The approaches of the Commission and the Parliament favour a dichotomous concept of culture. Culture and art are seen as Janus-headed, with an economic side (products of the cultural industries), as
well as a purely cultural side that serves as an end
in itself (cultural goods). The question must, however, be asked as to whether there ever was such
a “purified” concept of art and culture, and above
6 Interview with Silvia Costa: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=MUtEsnO2LCE

all, the hard question must be asked as to whether
such a dichotomy makes sense in this day and age.
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The Council’s conclusions are somewhat different

Germany

here, and it becomes apparent that those working
in the field of culture in the various nation states

The German federal government wants to see EU

are very much able to exert influence on national

total expenditures rise by no more than one per

positions. Point 5 of the “partial general approach”

cent, that is to say, that the increase in the budget

can be regarded as an attempt to establish a suita-

for culture is to be achieved through reallocation,

ble, alternative concept of culture. Here it is empha-

even if the German government itself would rather

sised that a holistic approach to cultural governance

see a complete reshuffling of the budget.

shall be found:
In Germany there is growing criticism from
“that powerful dynamics take place at the bor-

many sides. The upper house of Parliament (Bundes

derlines between cultural and creative sectors

rat), in a critical comment regarding the programme

and that significant benefits result from estab-

proposal, said that it is a matter here of a paradigm

lishing links and partnerships across sectors;

shift away from the support of culture to private

therefore there is a need to adopt holistic ap

financing. In addition, the Bundesrat criticised that

proaches to cultural governance” (Council Con

the EU programme was in the past called a “decision”,

clusions on Cultural Governance, 26–27/11/

whereas with the programme “Creative Europe”,

2012).

there is talk as of now of a “regulation”. This is said
to be not acceptable: “Regulations are in all parts

The approach to cultural governance is to continue

legally binding, without the requirement of acts of

to develop in two directions: (1) cultural policy shall

transposition by the Member States.”8

have an evidence-based orientation (among its successes is the ESSnet Culture Project),7 and (2) syner-

The Committee for Culture and Media in the

gies and integrative strategies shall be promoted,

lower house of Parliament (Bundestag), has recom-

in order to connect cultural policy to other policy

mended to the federal government that in fur-

areas. Above all, civil society shall be involved to a

ther negotiations, it should advocate above all for

greater extent in decisions on cultural policy.

the principle of subsidiarity, and to maintain the
strict separation of the state from art, culture and

This would be desirable above all because while

media. In the programme the area of culture is not

the cultural initiatives, professional associations

to become less important under pressure from the

and interest groups that are surveyed during the

media area.

OMC do indeed contribute their positions, they have
not yet seen their suggestions realised in sufficient
measure. These civil-society actors are in the meantime levelling criticism at the OMC, because among
other reasons, only ministerial officials subject to
directives are involved.

7 Statistische Erhebungen zum Thema Kultur- und Kreativ
wirtschaft 2009–2011.

8

Deutscher Bundesrat, Drucksache 766/1/11
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“The federal government shall oppose a primar-

In addition, Lukrezia Jochimsen, a member of the

ily economic view of European cultural support,

party Die Linke in the Bundestag, refers in a speech

and ensure that in the culture strand only those

in January, 2013 to a paradigm shift:

projects that are not profit-oriented will be supported. In monitoring, what matters in addi-

“The programme at hand, ‘Creative Europe’,

tion to quantitative aspects is to use qualitative

does not speak the language of culture. It puts

criteria for evaluation” (Deutscher Bundestag,

into effect a clear paradigm shift in EU fund-

Drucksache 17/11/07, 19/10/2012).9

ing policy. Because the existing objective has
shifted dramatically from cultural promo-

Bernd Neumann, Minister of State to the federal

tion to the promotion of economic activity.[...]

chancellor and head of delegation of the German

The programme ‘Creative Europe’ in this way

Culture Ministry in Brussels, gave a detailed expla-

mashes up very different things, namely, an

nation of the German position in an article in the

economic support programme for the cultural

magazine “Politik und Kultur”. Among other things,

and creative industry on the one hand, and an

according to Neumann, it was possible to incorpo-

instrument for promoting cultural coopera-

rate the following points at a meeting of the Culture

tion in Europe on the other hand” (Jochimsen,

and Media ministers in May, 2012:

17/1/2013).

“The affective value and the dual nature of cul-

The federal government’s proposal to allow in the

tural goods are now more prominent. Also, we

future not only legal persons, but also individual

have incorporated cultural education for the

(natural) persons to submit proposals has not yet

younger generation and new, hitherto under-

been incorporated, since there is too little support

represented target groups.[...] The programme

for this on the part of other Member States. Fur-

evaluation now refers to qualitative criteria.

thermore, the German federal government wants

Before, there were only quantitative criteria,

to advocate for the incorporation of qualitative fac-

that is to say that only the largest number of

tors in the evaluation and monitoring of projects.

viewers and participants was supposed to be
the measuring stick of success” (Neumann
2012:11).

France

Neumann, however, still finds shortcomings in the

The official position in France concerning the draft

draft text following these negotiations:

programme is very positive. The guarantee fund,
too, is regarded as a great opportunity; however the

“The draft for ‘Creative Europe’ on the contrary

Ministry for Culture and Communication has called

allows for profit-oriented projects; in the text

for more precision concerning financial accommo-

to date it says that ‘predominantly’ non-profit

dation, and concrete proposals on this topic have

projects shall be supported. The danger of com-

been delivered.10

mercialisation therefore remains” (ibid.).

9 The resolution was adopted with the votes of the CDU/CSU
and the FDP parliamentary groups, with the SPD, Die Linke and
Bündnis 90/Die Grünen voting against it.

10 Note des autorités francaises sur l’instrument financier,
mai 2012.
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Great Britain

The Committee for the European Union in the
House of Lords, however, has supported both the

The United Kingdom has reduced its budget for cul-

guarantee fund and a rise in the budget (House of

tural expenditures by 30 per cent since 2010; in Scot-

Lords, 27/3/2012). The basis for justification here,

land the amount was 5 per cent. In March, 2012,

however, also consists mainly of economic and

the EU Subcommittee G of the British Parliament

profit-oriented factors, such as the large contribu-

declared its opposition to a rise in the EU budget

tion made by the cultural and creative industries to

for culture, although in 2011, the United Kingdom

economic performance.

had received the largest share of cultural promotion
funds, namely, 5.7 million euros. National support
funds have been meanwhile cut (from 2011 to 2015

Italy

probably by 15 per cent).
Italy, too, is constantly under threat of cuts in the
The EU Subcommittee G, for Social Policy and

area of culture. The situation of cultural property

Consumer Protection, of the Upper House of the

that is to be preserved is particularly precarious –

British Parliament, was dissolved in May 2012, and

many essential restoration plans (such as, for exam-

the area of culture was assigned to Committee E for

ple, in Pompeii or at the Colosseum in Rome) can-

Law, Institutions and Consumer Protection. The cuts

not be realised. Culture Minister Lorenzo Ornaghi

with respect to the number of committees, then, hit

in the government of Mario Monti has come in here

the area of social policy and culture first of all. The

for particular criticism, since he has dealt with the

British change of course seems thus to correspond

subject of cultural subsidies in an extremely pas-

to the European change of course.

sive way. After the strict policy of cutbacks under
the government of Silvio Berlusconi and rigid cuts

The British government advocates in general for

in the area of culture, there were great hopes that

a reduction in the EU budget, and in so doing, rig-

the Monti government would again provide greater

orously pursues its course. In Parliament, too, this

support to the cultural and creative sector. These

becomes perceptible when, for example, the British

hopes could not be fulfilled.

Conservative Member of Parliament Emma McClarkin makes clear that she is:

Ornaghi adopted a very positive position regarding
the programme “Creative Europe”: he welcomed the

“for the deletion of the proposed Guarantee

increase in funding, and the guarantee fund. In May

Facility from the regulation text, justifying her

2012 he guaranteed on the part of the Monti govern-

amendment by stating that ‘it is not clear why

ment not to cut national funding for culture, and

a new sector specific instrument is required.

to maintain it at least at the current level (Agenzia

The Commission proposal does not provide

Stampa, 10/5/2012). This promise had a short life –

enough detail as to the exact nature of the

for the year 2013, the minister announced a cut of

financial instrument’. In addition, she submits

50 million euros. Now it is above all up to businesses

an amendment reducing the financial envelope

to provide private financing.

for Creative Europe from the EC’s proposal of
(EURO) 1.8bn to (EURO) 1.15bn” (Screen International, 12/11/2012).

On November 15, 2012, a conference on the sub
ject of “The General Condition of Culture” took place
in Rome, with members of the government, Presi-
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dent Giorgio Napolitano, and people engaged in the
cultural sector participating. The minister for economic development, Corrado Passera, pointed read-

4.2	The public discourse

ily to the creative sector, which he said is so impor-

In international media it has been criticised that the

tant for the economy, but enjoys little support in

expenditures for the cultural sector represent only

Italy. Above all, he said, it is a matter of new financ-

0.1 per cent of the EU budget. This is a smaller share

ing instruments (Il Sole 24 Ore, 15/11/2012).

than a country such as Estonia expends in one year
for culture; Germany spends 9 billion euros a year.

The audio-visual sector and above all, cinema,

But even this small amount is of great importance

constitute in general a top priority for Italian cul-

for European projects (EU-Observer, 25/10/2012).

tural policy. With respect to the EU funding, the

Doris Pack remarked in this regard: “It is ridiculous

Commissioner for Industry and Entrepeneurship,

to make such a mess from such a small programme.

Antonio Tajani, noted that in the audio-visual area,

I think it should survive” (EU-Observer, 25/10/2012).

most of the proposals come from Italy, but only a
very few of them succeed in obtaining funding.
(Agenzia Stampa, 16/4/2012).

Germany
In Germany a number of interest groups are in
volved in a public debate on the programme proposal. The critical commentary of the German
Cultural Council (Deutscher Kulturrat) plays an important role, and has been adopted by and distributed
through the media:
“With ‘Creative Europe’ the EU Commission is
effecting a paradigm shift from the creation
of a European cultural area, as proposed in
the current EU programme ‘Culture 2007’, to
an economic programme. The potential that
lies within a European cultural area and in a
European identity is thereby wholly undervalued, and at the same time, the economic
impact is overestimated. Likewise it is not recognised that Europe cannot be strengthened
only through the creation of new jobs, but first
and foremost through an actively supported
European citizenship and the involvement of
a diverse civil society” (kultur blog münchen,
2/2/2012).
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Sabine Bornemann from Cultural Contact Point Ger-

In the national press, however, there has been hardly

many recommends that the separate advice centres

any debate on this issue.

for the cultural and media areas be retained:

France

“Independent programmes within a framework
programme that are designed for entirely dif-

As in Italy, above all support for cinema plays an

ferent target groups and have entirely differ-

important role. This topic is accordingly the focus of

ent financing instruments and an entirely dif-

an article about the programme “Creative Europe”:

ferent funding logic, and are subject in varying
degrees to the principle of subsidiarity, deserve

“France is worried about the reform projects for

to have separate contact points, especially

the promotion of cinema: the Vice President of

when the latter have proved themselves over

the European Commission and European Com-

the course of 15–20 years” (Hearing at the Euro-

missioner for Competition, Joaquin Almunia,

pean Parliament, 17/10/2012).

will inform the ministers about the state of the
discussions on the Commission’s draft com-

She reports on the concern expressed to her by

munication on state aid for cinematographi-

many cultural operators, who fear there is too great

cal works and other audio-visual works. This is

an emphasis on economic aspects of culture in the

being done at the request of France, which, in

programme:

its concern over the proposals that have been
made, arranged for this item to be placed on

“With great concern the cultural sector has

the agenda. The draft was published on March

taken notice of the new focus of the proposed

14, 2012, and since then it has been the subject

culture programme, which in the future shall

of a public consultation” (La Correspondance

be mainly economically oriented and defined,

de la Presse, 25/11/2012, French translated into

which would represent a paradigm shift. If

German by the author).

competition takes priority, this will be at the
expense of the motivation for cooperation and

The Forum D’Avignon is particularly active in the

European integration. Above all, here there is a

area of creative cultural support. In October 2012,

danger that the core area of cultural support,

it issued a proposal for new financing models:

the non-profit area, will come under great pres-

“Le Forum D’Avignon appelle à mobiliser les ambitions

sure” (Hearing in the Bundestag Committee for

européennes sur la culture.”11 Therein it calls for more

Culture and Media, 21/3/2012).

creativity in terms of financing models in the cultural and creative sector. Culture, it says, creates

The guarantee fund has been widely welcomed.

value and should not merely be seen as being expen-

Thus a spokeswoman for the Frankfurt Book Fair

sive; public and private investment do not rule each

points out:

other out, but the primary responsibility must
remain with the public sector.

“In the future there will no longer be only outright subsidies, but rather the EU will be liable as
a guarantor for loans from private banks to artists. Creative individuals are to be declared creditworthy” (dapd Nachrichtenagentur, 9/10/2012)

11 http://www.forum-avignon.org/fr/proposition-exclusivedu-forum-davignon-mobiliser-les-ambitions-europeennes-surla-culture
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Great Britain

Italy

The British public in particular has an extremely

The discourse in the Italian public is shaped by the

critical view of the programme “Creative Europe”

prominent Member of the European Parliament Sil-

and the increase in the budget that is associated

via Costa, who is the author of the EP’s proposed

with it:

changes. She is often quoted, and her dedication is
appreciated. What is more, the Media Desk and Cul-

“Eurocrats have sparked fury by demanding

tural Contact Point Italy support Silvia Costa’s posi-

£1.5 BILLION to push European art and film. They

tion. Overall, however, the Cultural Contact Point

want to swell their budget for things like trans-

seldom takes a stance on this topic, let alone gives

lating books and promoting foreign language

out comprehensive information. The audio-visual

movies by a whopping 56 per cent. Their cash

area here is better connected to European networks,

grab for a sprawling new ‘Creative Europe’ cul-

and thus the Media Desk Italy supplies most of the

tural programme comes as several EU econo-

information on the programme.

mies teeter on the brink of collapse and a staggering 26 MILLION Europeans are out of work.

In general, there have been many events focused

But Brussels bosses insist it will boost jobs and

on the topic of “Europa creativa”, and in particular

growth” (The Sun, 16/12/2012).

regarding the “cultural and creative industry”,
which is the preferred term for the sector there. In

In the United Kingdom it has indeed been noticed

May 2012, for example, Silvia Costa organised a con-

that the creative industry in the country contrib-

ference with representatives from the worlds of aca-

utes the greatest share worldwide to gross national

demia and culture, on the topic of “Creative Europe:

product (The Guardian, 26/3/2012). The greatest con-

Presentation of the Programme 2014–2020” in Flor-

cern that is being discussed in the media is whether

ence. In November 2012, there was an event devoted

the United Kingdom, in view of the economic col-

to the topic of “The Cultural and Creative Industry:

lapses in Europe, should not rather turn its atten-

Convergences 2014–2020” with Silvia Costa and in

tion toward a market outside the EU, in order to

cooperation with the Cultural Contact Point and

continue to be successful in the area of the creative

other organisations and projects in Genoa.

industries. All the same, the extent to which the
British creative sector profits from participation in
EU programmes has been pointed out:

Costa’s proposed changes have been vigorously
taken up by the Italian media. The desire to maintain the action areas “Culture” and “Media” as sepa-

“One of the key beneficiaries of European fund-

rate brands, and to administer separate budgets for

ing from the EU’s media programme, which

them, has in particular been emphasised. The cross-

supports audio-visual businesses, has been

sectoral area and the guarantee fund, on the other

the UK’s TV and film industry. With the success

hand, are welcomed, but it is said that these parts

of recent dramas such as Downton Abbey, the

of the programme need to be described with more

sector has become the market leader in Europe

precision. Also, it is argued that structural minor-

and it generates about £3.3bn each year in rev-

ities such as women and young people should be

enue from European markets” (The Guardian,

taken into greater account (Giornale dello spetta-

26/3/2012).

colo, 8/10/2012).
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The concept of culture is deeply rooted in Italy, and
there is much less fear of the possibility that culture
could be economised. Here the focus is much more
on the issue of making an adequate connection to
technologisation and digitisation. Thus, cinema is
also a focus of Italian cultural initiatives. There is
a concern that Italy might not adapt to conditions

4.3 	The discourse in civil society
People working in the field of culture,

interest groups/lobby groups, experts

quickly enough. Thus, for example, Luca Dal Poz-

Between 2008 and 2010, a range of experts were

zolo, Director of the Culture Observatorium Pie-

consulted within the framework of the OMC for the

monte, comments in a newspaper article:

preparation of the proposal for the new framework
programme. In its communication, the Commis-

“Indeed it is true that cultural funding from

sion also mentions that the members drew on inde-

2014–2020 will be tailored to projects with

pendent studies in the development of the proposal.

a very high degree of complexity, high level

In addition, in 2010 the Commission conducted an

of efficiency, local influence, and which have

online consultation regarding the new programme

selected their candidates only on the basis of

as of 2014.12

the highest qualifications and future business
prospects. In Italy we are not ready for this,

Several studies and documents that were ordered

since the creative area is already segmented,

were central to the development of the proposal.

with businesses that have low levels of capital-

The concept of the cultural and creative industry

ization” (Il Giornale delle Fondazioni, 4/1/2013,

is based above all on the KEA report for the Com-

Italian translated into German by the author).

mission, titled “The Economy of Culture in Europe”
(2006), and the Green Paper “Unlocking the poten-

This fear and the perception of the Italian cultural

tial of cultural and creative industries” (2010). More

scene as antiquated and unable to integrate new

recent viewpoints have emerged from a working

media and technologies has been expressed in many

group of experts on the cultural and creative indus-

quarters:

try from the Member States (OMC), which has issued
a strategy handbook for the European Agenda for

“The impression has arisen that there is an un

Culture (Work Plan for Culture 2011–2014).

limited cultural backwardness, unable to free
itself from corners and prejudices, together

In the impact assessment for the programme

with an inability to imagine another kind of

“Creative Europe” (European Commission 2011c), it

production, and thereby, to establish a new

is possible to find out who participated in the con-

Italian style” (Agora Vox Italia, 29/3/2011, Ital-

sultation process, and in which manner. For exam-

ian translated into German by the author).

ple, Ecorys UK Limited was awarded a contract as
an external consultancy firm to prepare an impact
assessment report (“The impact assessment of the
future programme on Culture”). The fact that all of
the employees of this company are from the United
Kingdom does not necessarily contribute to diversity
12 http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-programmes-and-actions/
consultation-on-the-future-culture-program_de.htm
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in the formation of opinions, when one considers

was just as intense. The inclusion of disadvantaged

that in this country, the cultural and creative sector

groups was another central concern. Representa-

has the largest share of economic output worldwide,

tives of public agencies pointed out the need above

and when one also considers that access to this sec-

all for support for microenterprises. In hindsight,

tor is traditionally very economically oriented (see

the effectiveness of this consultation process must

the chapter Public discourse: Great Britain).

be called into question: the programme does indeed
hew to the line of the Europe 2020 Strategy, but the

A number of positions of organisations and indi-

Strategy is referred to in only one place in the doc-

viduals working in the cultural and creative sec-

ument. The safeguarding of cultural and linguis-

13

tor were incorporated into the 2010 Green Paper.

tic diversity is in fact often cited, but should not be

Afterwards, those actors who had been involved

referred to in close connection with the “strength-

asked for the cultural and creative sector to be bet-

ening of the competitiveness of the cultural and

ter linked to the Europe 2020 Strategy, which con-

creative sector”. The microenterprises are, to be

tains primarily economic objectives. In the current

sure, included within the definition of SMEs, but

critical commentary, it is precisely the link between

it is extremely bewildering if, as in Article 5, the

the promotion programme and the economically

only explicit reference is to strengthening small and

oriented Europe 2020 Strategy that is considered

medium-sized businesses. At this point more atten-

to be problematic.

tion should be paid to the official definition.

A public consultation took place from Septem-

There has been much criticism of the open

ber 15 to December 15, 2010, which with the help

method of coordination (for example, regarding

of a questionnaire yielded 589 individual responses

tendencies toward centralism, the loss of political

and 376 responses from organisations and public

competition, the loss of subsidiarity, bypassing of

administrations. In addition, 27 organisations sub-

the Parliament), but what is particularly critical in

mitted position papers.14 Hence, the survey boasts

this case is the question of the participating actors.

a great diversity of viewpoints. In particular Euro-

Especially in the area of cultural support, it makes

pean, national and local cultural organisations and

a big difference if only well established and stabi-

interest groups are well represented. The situation

lised cultural operators are granted a voice, or if

with statements from individuals is more problem-

a voice is also given to those who are in a precari-

atic. The great majority came from France, followed

ous initial situation. Mostly it is only those who are

by Belgium, Germany, Italy, Spain and the United

either already well established in the networks of

Kingdom. It was not possible to arrive at a balanced

the European cultural landscape, or even benefi-

geographical distribution here.

ciaries of the programmes, who are involved. The
voices of artists and smaller associations that have

Here, also, there was a call for increased coordination with the objectives of the Europe 2020

few resources and little international or strategic
knowledge are rarely incorporated.

Strategy, but the advocacy for the safeguarding
and promotion of linguistic and cultural diversity
13 http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-policy-development/cultural-and-creative-industries/green-paper_de.htm
14 http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-programmes-and-actionsconsultation-on-the-future-culture-programme_en.htm

When it comes to the participation of civil-society actors, such as the platforms and the European
Culture Forum, one should not overlook the fact
that this is a case of networks that have been partly
financed by the EU Culture Programme, and thus
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they exist in a reality much different from that of

Crisis management and social cohesion

cultural operators that are not as well networked.
In February 2012, the Danish Culture Minister Uffe
In the course of the public hearing on the sub-

Elbøk (Danish Council Presidency 2011/2012) assem-

ject of “Creative Europe” in the European Parlia-

bled a team of twelve outstanding cultural profes-

ment (April 2012), a number of European filmmak-

sionals, who were asked to devote themselves until

ers delivered a declaration of support for an increase

June, 2012 to the question of what role befits art

in financial resources.15 Within the MEDIA area the

and culture in times of crisis. In this connection,

increase in funding is mostly appreciated, and the

the minister stated:

criticism concerning structural changes is limited.
After all, the unification of structures will hardly

“Art and culture have a special ability to fos-

have a negative impact, but rather a positive one

ter new ideas and new hope in a time of crisis.

for this area.

We are now embarking on a search for examples of European creativity that are making

Audience Development

a difference in society at the moment. What
can art, culture and the creative industries do
right now? How can we make the most of the

Many of the Commission’s current focal points

innovative power of art and culture to stimu-

were shaped by the objections and demands of peo-

late new ideas in terms of identity, community

ple working in the field of culture, and their repre-

and economic growth?”

sentatives. The central importance of the needs of
the audience, for example, was emphasised in a pub-

At the “Team Culture 2012” conference, one of the

lic hearing by David Hesmondhalgh (Media Indus-

participants (a cultural professional and politician)

tries Research Centre, University of Leeds) as early

formulated an interesting sentence:

as April, 2012. The prominent European Expert Network (EENC), which was established by the Com-

“You have to help us politicians setting up this

mission in 2010, published a study in 2012 on the

new narrative in order to discuss not only eco-

aspect of audience development within the pro-

nomics and money, but also discuss how to

gramme “Creative Europe”. In this study, 28 case

solve the cultural crisis.”

studies in twelve member states were compiled with
regard to their contribution to the development of

Apparently the relevant actors (here indeed an

a European audience. In the process, the network

employee of the Commission) are well aware that

emphasises the use of the holistic term “audience

it is a question of an economic narrative, which,

development” rather than the narrower term “audi-

having been adapted to reality, must be accepted in

ence building”, and the Network’s phrasing has in

order to preserve funding for culture at all. Other

the meantime been adopted into the language the

actors are to help provide a basis for a counter-nar-

Commission uses. This term was defined by the Arts

rative that cherishes the value of culture for areas

Council England.

beyond the economy. The conference’s report speaks
here of a “new cultural narrative” (Summary: Team

15 http://www.europa-distribution.org/files/2012_TRIBUNE_EUROPEENNE_SUR_L-AVENIR_DU_PROGRAMME_
MEDIA_230412.PDF

Culture 2012). Here, also, a dichotomous concept
of art and culture is used: “Yes, creative industries
are important and yes, cultural innovation arises
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in the midst of a free creative process absent from

mistrust between European institutions, mem-

economic concerns” (ibid.).

ber states and citizens, delays that are not
strongly justified would also result in a further

In a press release signed by cultural professionals, the Center for Fine Arts in Brussels proclaimed:
“Let us reaffirm the role of culture as a mediator, making its citizens more aware of their

blow to the European project” (Culture Action
Europe, 8/11/2012).

Individual voices

past and future and making it easier for them to
grasp the complexity of the present. Our com-

In the course of this research project a survey was

mon destiny that will forge this unique project,

conducted that was addressed to those working in

‘Europe’, depends on this” (EurAktiv 21/2/2012).

the field of culture, civil-society actors, and scholars
(see the appendix for the questionnaire). This survey

Also, in the campaign “We are more”

has showed that views of the programme “Creative

(www.wearemore.eu), launched by Culture Action

Europe” vary considerably, but at the same time, a

Europe and the European Cultural Foundation, the

change of style in the programme is evident to all.

focus is on the integrative and stabilising factor of
culture. Thus, in a letter to the heads of government
regarding the budget negotiations on November 22

The new vocabulary

and 23, 2012, it was argued:

The evident change in the style of the programme
has been for the most part rejected, but here and

“Culture, education and the arts, citizens’ par-

there it has also been welcomed:

ticipation, equality and freedom for all, democracy and the rule of law, balanced regional

“This development functions as part of a Eu

development, environmental protection and

rope-wide shifting process in cultural policy,

social justice are the necessary foundations

that [...] shall ‘depoliticize’ the state-supported

on which to build a sustainable Europe and to

production of art: Away with the remains of

recover from the current crisis. They are invest-

cultural production as dissent, as opposition

ments in our common future and must be pro-

and as the creation of public spheres, bring on

tected from financial cuts.”

the creative industry as a most unadulterated
and affirmative function of economy and the

The campaign also warns of the consequences of

machinery of the state; accordingly, there is a

postponing the decision on the programme:

movement in the terminology of programmes
within cultural policy away from emancipatory

“A late adoption of the 2014–2020 Framework

and socio-critical elements to issues of social

Programme, and the subsequent delay in the

integration and the creative industry. The fog

implementation of its operating schemes,

machines of creativity – ‘creative economy’,

would only create a funding gap in 2014 endan-

‘creative class’, ‘cultural entrepeneurs’, and ‘cre-

gering the subsistence and operating capac-

ative industries’ – were and are in this process

ity of many cultural organisations and scaling

essential propaganda tools” (Gerald Raunig,

down their potential contribution to Europe’s

professor, Zurich University of the Arts, Zurich,

recovery from the crisis. At a time of growing

Switzerland).
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“We consider that to be a very dangerous devel-

economic aspects, but also artistic and compet-

opment, because it is naturally absurd to reduce

itive aspects. In my view, it represents a great

culture to economy or economic effects –

step forward for creative Europe not to be seen

which it certainly has, but that is not the only

too unilaterally” (Friedrich Schneider, profes-

thing. And so, as it stands, one does not see

sor, Department of Economics, Johannes Kepler

anything else in the whole text. Naturally, it is a

University, Linz, Austria).

matter here of a trend, which we in the German
Cultural Council have tracked with suspicion all

“I am in complete agreement with the Euro-

along” (Andreas Kämpf, State Working Group

pean Commission’s new direction: culture ben-

of the Cultural Initiatives and Socio-Cultural

efits the economy and fosters employment,

Centres in Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany).

and inevitably, this fact is associated with an
appreciation of the cultural assets and cultural

“I fear that with the terminology an under-

activities in every country. (Luigi Ratclif, GAi –

standing could be established that takes

Associazione Circuito Giovani Artisti Italiani,

account of an exclusively economically moti-

Turin, Italy, Italian translated into German by

vated understanding of culture. It would seem

the author).16

better to me to speak of a ‘sector of creative
cultural professionals’ instead of a ‘creative
economy’” (Mathias Fuchs, artist, musician,

The dual nature of culture

media critic and professor, Leuphana Univer-

The insistence on the dual nature of culture is seen

sity Luneburg, Germany).

either as outmoded or, on the other hand, endorsed
as a political necessity:

“It is understandable that in times of crisis the
economic arguments rise to the surface. We

“In my opinion, it is not a matter of whether the

all need to think of ways to cut budgets. How-

dual nature is meaningful (this is simply a fact),

ever, it is impossible to put a price tag on eve-

but of how one deals with it. If someone speaks

rything, especially when it comes to culture.

of the dual nature, unfortunately it is mostly

Think about the economic value of the works of

the economy that is meant” (Harald Knill, new

Vincent van Gogh when he was still alive com-

academic press.org).

pared to now. Van Gogh died as a poor man”
(Marietje Schaake, Member of the European

“If the two aspects were to be considered apart

Parliament).

from each other, however, there would be the
risk of a de-politicisation of the concept of cul-

There are also positive opinions concerning the

ture. L’art pour l’art then suggests a never-to-

Commission’s changed style:

be-found autonomy and neutrality in the face
of other societal aspects. The needs of the field

“My evaluation of the European Commission’s

of culture should, however, be linked to demo-

new language in the draft for the promotional

cratic- and socio-political areas such as educa-

programme ‘Creative Europe’ is very positive.
The language is appropriate. It intermingles the
cultural and creative economy, goes into various levels of analysis, and emphasises not only

16 “Concordo pienamente con questo indirizzo dalla Commissione europea: la cultura genera economia e occpazione e
ció’avviene inevitabilmente attraverso la valorizzazione dei beni
e delle attività culturali di ciascun paese” (Luigi Ratclif).
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tion, cultural exchange, and emancipation, and

Potschka, Centre for Digital Cultures, Leuphana

be able to be addressed free of economic con-

University Luneburg, Germany).

straints” (Therese Kaufmann, European Institute for Progressive Cultural Policies, University

Here, there are scattered respondents who do not

of Music and Performing Arts, Vienna, Austria).

at all find such a dichotomy explicitly expressed in
the new drafts:

That means, then, that the establishment of a new
vocabulary not only has an effect on the cultural

“Art and economy today are no longer seen

sector, but that as a result, political consequences

in opposition to each other, as in the times

emerge, which are associated with a change in ide-

of the critical analysis of the cultural industry

ology:

by Adorno and Horkheimer, and that is good,
because art and culture are the ‘transformative

“This dichotomy corresponds to the reigning

power’ of the creative economy; the potential

paradigms in the area of neoliberal cultural

and the significance of art, culture and creative

policy, which unduly cut short the debates

economy is finally being recognised” (Veronika

in this area. The entire complex of questions

Ratzenböck, director of Austrian Cultural Doc-

concerning the social relevance of art beyond

umentation. International Archive for Cultural

its economic significance is thereby excluded.

Analyses Vienna, Austria).

[...] What is missing in particular in this bipolar observation is the democratic-political
relevance of art and culture – for example,

The relationship of culture to economy

the possibility of widening horizons, and of

The need for the continuation of European support

empowerment through art and culture, but

for culture is generally justified by the strong eco-

also, for instance, the potentially excluding

nomic performance of the cultural and creative

and/or devaluing function of the invocation of

industry. It is precisely this point that is very criti-

cultural values/cultural heritage, etc.” (Monika

cally regarded by civil-society actors:

Mokre, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Institute
of Culture Studies and Theatre History, Vienna,

“At the same time that the creative economy

Austria).

is celebrated as a rising economic profit zone,
a grotesque expansion of the area of the crea-

However, the distinction can absolutely be politi-

tive industries emerges on the drawing boards

cally useful:

of the creative consultants, so that now this
area includes viticulture, as well as software,

“The emphasis on the dual nature is politically

organisational consulting, and also carpentry.

unavoidable. In an early stage of the adoption

With the help of empirical studies and ‘creative

procedure for ‘Creative Europe’, there was also

economy reports’, agencies and state admin-

a debate on massive cuts. The fact that these

istrations construct an economic zone that in

proposals have to date not been realised is

the largest European countries is praised to the

because Androulla Vassiliou has from time to

skies as the second- or third-largest ‘industry’”

time taken up a position against them, and it

(Gerald Raunig).

can surely also be attributed to the economic
framing of the concept of culture” (Christian
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Some are less bothered by the economic vocabulary,

There are also ideas as to how one could conceptu-

and are much more concerned that in the Commis-

alise an alternative concept of creativity. It would

sion there are few concrete ideas of the necessary
framework conditions for the relationship between

“speak for equal educational opportunities,

culture and economy:

for working conditions that promote creative
thinking and action, for a material security

“On the one hand, new business models that

that makes creativity possible – thus, taken as

are particularly important for distribution are

a whole, for a number of policy interventions

repeatedly invoked, but on the other hand, no

in the sense of a just society” (Monika Mokre).

framework conditions for the emergence of
such models are being created (cue: amend-

“I would anyway avoid speaking all too often

ment of copyright law). Otherwise, I don’t find

of ‘creativity’. Rather of innovative cultural pro-

the economic terms very threatening – the

duction, of cultural transformation processes

autonomy of the art world is a chimera. I find

or of socially relevant cultural work” (Mathias

that a peculiar dichotomy is being established

Fuchs).

here, which never really existed like that, in
order to defend a bourgeois concept of culture.

Content-related criticisms

[...] Art, culture, and especially the cultural and

Some also criticise the priorities of the programme:

creative economy are phenomena that exist

thus, they say, the heavy emphasis on cultural herit-

within a context, but here they are being con-

age comes at the expense of contemporary art:

sidered in isolation” (Elisabeth Mayerhofer, IG
Kultur Österreich, Vienna, Austria).

“Contemporary art and culture must be valued
more highly, alongside cultural heritage; likewise the transversal area, small festivals, and

Creativity

cultural initiatives will have few if any oppor-

The unremitting emphasis on creativity in connec-

tunities!” (Veronika Ratzenböck)

tion with the support programme is criticised in
many quarters. It is here a matter of an odd historical

Particularly the abolishment of the operating grants

coincidence, because the term “cultural industries”

is causing an uproar across the board:

first caught on in the 1990s, and was imported from
the United Kingdom. There the term was used first

“The network financing is totally absurd. In the

and foremost in order to create a distance from the

‘Creative Europe’ text it says there will be no

concept of culture that was too “Europe”-oriented:

more funding for networks, there will only be
project grants, because this is more continuous

“The creativity concept of cognitive capitalism

– that is pure cynicism! We all know what pro-

relates not only to economic processes, design,

ject grants mean” (Andreas Kämpf).

etc., but also fits in well with the neoliberal idea
of always needing to reinvent oneself under
conditions of job insecurity, and not trusting
any more in social security, etc.” (Therese Kaufmann).
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The guarantee fund is being welcomed in general

Others in turn are of the opinion that the complex
monitoring and the evaluation are an indication of

“The loan guarantee system is an important

a “basic distrust”:

tool to help change the focus of the entire cultural sector from a dependence on subsidies to

“I have always said, with all of the applica-

a more entrepreneurial mentality. Beyond that

tions and the many proof-of-use documents

the guarantee system has a multiplier effect

afterward, that expresses a basic distrust. That

on the amount of EU money that can be spent

the same thing is asked again and again – this

on culture, because the money serves only as a

attempts to create security through quantifica-

guarantee in case certain loans are not repaid.

tion, but you will never have that in the area of

This way the same amount of money can be

culture. A large part of that which is achieved

used to guarantee funding for many more cul-

by cultural work is simply not quantifiable. And

tural projects than when the money would be

so I can indeed say, there were 120 people yes-

spent on direct grants” (Marietje Schaake).

terday at our theatre presentation, but whether
or not they emerged smarter than when they
went in, that’s something I can't quantify. [...]

Monitoring and evaluation

This inclination toward quantification is not

Quality control is also seen partly as problematic

something that has to do just with the EU, but

by civil-society actors and people working in the

also with certain trends: to quantify every-

field of culture:

thing, to measure, and that is certainly something that should be called into question. Cul-

“Here it is a matter of the basic question: What

ture is not measurable” (Andreas Kämpf).

shall be supported, for which audience, and
why? Taking these questions as a guide, indica-

But qualitative evaluation criteria could also lead

tors could be developed that would in turn play

to problems:

a role in funding practice. Thus far, the aspect
focuses too much on quantitative criteria (How

“While we can underline the importance of

many people will be reached?); thus ‘Creative

the intrinsic value of culture or creativity, it

Europe’ is a logical continuation of the exist-

becomes more difficult if we would use artis-

ing logic of support” (Elisabeth Mayerhofer).

tic quality as a benchmark for evaluation. Who
would decide and uphold these qualitative

“Especially today it is important not to think in

standards? Particularly when it comes to cul-

quantitative dimensions, but rather to look out

tural and artistic expressions, the difference

for the quality of the proposals and the impact

between poor and high quality is subjective

at the local level or within a larger radius of

and often disputed. The EU should not act as

impact” (Luigi Ratclif, Italian translated into

an art critic, politics should not decide on the

German by the author).17

content of art. However, we can create the conditions for a flourishing European cultural and

17 “Oggi in particolar modo è importante ragionare non per
dimensioni ma per qualità delle proposte e delle ricadute che
queste hanno sia localmente sie su un piú’ ampio raggio di azione” (Luigi Ratclif).

creative sector, both artistically and economically” (Marietje Schaake).
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Suggestions and criticism concerning adminis-

tration

Concerning the Commission’s rhetoric
“I was at the Commission’s informational event

“In any case, the following applies: more trans-

on the ‘Creative Europe’ Programme in Janu-

parency and simplification of the funding struc-

ary. There I very clearly communicated the

tures, a reduction in administrative complexity

position of the Cultural Council, and the Com-

so that small players have the same opportu-

mission’s position then was: everything that’s

nities as big companies, improvement of the

on paper is not so important, we’ll do some-

operational structures and modalities, etc.”

thing different later on anyway, and everything

(Veronika Ratzenböck).

will be fantastic. In the end, what is decisive
is what the implementing provisions and the

“In general, thought should be given to the allo-

concrete organisation look like when they are

cation structure, since on account of the size of

implemented. [...] The former director for cul-

the European Union, it is not possible to cre-

ture and media at the Directorate General for

ate relationships of trust with people working

Education and Culture at the European Com-

in the field of culture. A greater proximity to

mission, Vladimir Sucha, said plainly and sim-

the applicants would be desirable” (Andreas

ply at this event that they had only written this

Kämpf).

text of ‘Creative Europe’ because Barroso had
threatened that if they did not subsume cul-

The consolidation of the MEDIA and culture areas

ture under economy, there would not be any

is met in general with skepticism:

more cultural support at all. That is also a way
to make cultural policy” (Andreas Kämpf).

“The MEDIA area is certainly better suited to
being economically framed, and has been
understood accordingly for a much longer time
now than the culture area. The consolidation
thus leads inevitably to an economisation of
the area of culture. Whereas convergences
within the area of media and communication –
among radio, telecommunication and the internet –inevitably call for convergent forms of regulation, I cannot detect any development of
this sort between media and culture that would
make the consolidation of the two areas unavoidable” (Christian Potschka).
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Simplified administration, yes – monopolisation, no

however, argue against this, because they see such a

The simplification of the administrative and financ-

separation as artificial and not sustainable (see the

ing process is certainly a positive aspect of the pro-

questionnaire). The question is whether the reten-

posed programme, but it brings with it the risk of an

tion of this logic is politically necessary, or if, in the

asymmetric competition. It is precisely the Culture

best case, a new innovative concept of culture can

part of the programme that is much too vaguely

be developed.

formulated, and if profit-oriented projects are supported under this rubric, then there is a risk that

Additional concrete quality criteria

they will dominate, since they are better positioned

Evaluation and monitoring shall also and above all

in competition with other public or non-profit-ori-

be assessed according to qualitative criteria, not

ented cultural activities. Here it would be useful

only quantitative ones. These qualitative aspects

to incorporate a number of the changes proposed

must be developed in cooperation with the relevant

by the European Parliament (Culture Committee

scene (for example, see Elisabeth Mayerhofer).

under the leadership of Doris Pack). Above all the
consolidation of the Cultural Contact Points and the

Breaking through the project-oriented logic

Media Desks could lead to the smaller area of cul-

The replacement of the operating grants with strictly

tural promotion suffering under the weight of the

project-oriented funding is highly questionable.

dominant media area.

Even if this project funding is supposed to run for
several years, a whispered assurance by the Com-

The dual “nature” of the concept of culture

mission that nothing is going to change with respect

In December, 2006, the European Commission

to the current allocation procedures simply cannot

became a signatory to the UNESCO Convention on

suffice. Above all, process-oriented initiatives (for

the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of

example, Eurozine as a distribution platform for

Cultural Expressions. Therein the intrinsic value

European cultural magazines) would lose out under

of culture apart from commercial benefit has been

project-output criteria.

stipulated, with equal standing alongside culture as
a good. This is of central significance for the legit-

Involvement of civil society

imation of cultural promotion. With the current

The involvement of civil-society actors should also

reading of the new programme, the Commission

be reflected in the documents, as promised. Aside

shifts this dual nature of cultural production over

from that, in cooperation with cultural operators,

to the profit-oriented side. Objections concerning

a debate should be held on a modern concept of cre-

a loss in the importance of culture without com-

ativity and culture, adapted to reality, in order to

mercial benefit and the increased support instead

counteract the fears that arise because of the vague-

for economically more productive projects, above all

ness of the programme proposal.

audio-visual art and culture, could be eliminated by
the establishment of two different financing instruments, as proposed by Sievers and Wingert (2012),
among others: a funding area for cultural and creative economic activities with the easing of access
to loans and credit, and a funding area for non-commercial cultural exchange. The voices of experience in the cultural and creative sector themselves,
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More specificity on the guarantee fund
The Programme Guide must get much more specific
concerning the guarantee fund. In order to encourage a willingness among banks to invest in the cultural and creative sector, a comprehensive information policy and more research studies are needed.
The independence of the logic of subsidies from the
logic of investment should also be more explicitly
highlighted, so that not only competitive and profitoriented projects get funding.

Mixed financing
A possible relationship linking public moneys, capital-market investments, and private donors (for
example, crowd-funding) should be discussed, in
order to do justice to the reality of those working
in the cultural area.
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The thesis can be proposed that the new funding

and cultural-professional quarters, then who will

programme parallels the establishment of a new

receive a favour, or be accomodated? It looks as if a

European ideology: through austerity policy, analy-

discourse is being established here that extends eco-

ses of requirements (in the cultural area as well), sta-

nomic vocabulary to all areas of society without any

tistics and centralism (a reduction in the number of

political deliberation having taken place. This dis-

national advisory agencies, unification of manage-

course brings forth a counter-discourse, which pre-

ment) the political system and cultural promotion

sents art and culture in a simplifying manner, and

are to be made more efficient. The European Union

suggests that there is a kind of purified concept of

does not, thereby, emerge as a potential partner in

culture that is autonomous and an end in itself. This

a critical perspective and analysis of the financial

can be interpreted as a reflex. Thereby, however, a

crisis, and of processes that are bringing about a loss

dichotomy is established that is not beneficial to any

of democracy.

party. A glance must be cast precisely at the interfaces, at synergy effects, at transversal processes.

In general, support for the cultural economy

Here is where the real bargaining between actors

should not be seen in a negative light, but rather

takes place, and policy should take this into account.

must be welcomed especially within the framework
of European cultural promotion, for example, in the

In the area of film, as well, not only projects that

promotion of film. However, cultural policy takes

are supported by a vast market reach, worldwide

a very one-sided view if every cultural activity by

marketing approach and a maximal, systemically

civil-society organisations, and likewise, by pub-

relevant impact should be supported. Here one can

licly financed institutions, is interpreted in the con-

by all means ask along with the philosopher Jacques

text of a value economy. This discursive articula-

Rancière if the technologisation or material changes

tion of culture and cultural promotion corresponds

in the media have any influence at all on the con-

indeed to the economic logic that transcends ever

tent of art and culture. In policy, this is generally

deeper into all areas of society, but thereby does

presumed, under bywords such as “globalisation”,

away with the idea of culture as a non-commer-

“digitisation”, or “technologisation”.

cial intrinsic value. With this logic that is oriented
strictly towards profit and added value, creative

Following France’s expression of doubts con-

potential will in particular not be promoted, but

cerning the unification of the audio-visual sector

will lose innovative force.

within the framework of the free-trade talks, Commissioner Vassiliou recently asserted:

It is clear that the reformulations through the
new support programme have to do with an ac

“Culture is not a ‘product’ like any other: cul-

commodation to an overall economic discourse.

ture has an intrinsic value in itself and, in many

Although this new style is in part distasteful to

cases, it also has an economic value. (…) We

those responsible for it, it must be adopted so that

understand this and will take account of this

the support budget is not called into question. The

specific dual nature” (Screendaily, 22/3/2013).

value of culture must be calculated in economic categories, or else its function will be challenged. The

The concentration of EU cultural policy on quanti-

central question is now, however, as follows: If this

tative aspects of the cultural sector has become evi-

new form of discursive articulation of culture is crit-

dent through numbers presented time and again,

icised from within national-political, civil-society

which shall serve to legitimise support policy:
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creative-sector employment rates, the growth in

“But when we come to culture, the question is

European film productions and the marketing of

whether we truly desire endless choice above all

them. However, especially a cultural and political

else, especially when we appear to lose quality

community such as the European Union should not

in the process” (States News Service, 13/8/2012).

conduct a purely market-oriented cultural economy, but rather support precisely those areas that

European cultural support, then, becomes not a

are qualitatively of cultural importance, and have

factor enabling cultural diversity, but rather an

little funding available to them. The emphasis on

instrument of regulation and selection for cul-

“audience development” also indicates that the pri-

tural streamlining. EU policy decides which art and

ority in the willingness to provide support is a care-

which culture is worthwhile.

fully targeted plan that is oriented above all to sales
and consumption. Cultural added value and output
shall be/become predictable.

Unfortunately, the Commission’s assurance that
in practice things will at most get somewhat better, but otherwise will not change much, cannot

Moreover, the focus on so-called “audience de

be of help. Because once something has become

velopment” presents a peculiar understanding

entrenched in the language, it has long since be

of cultural reception and participation. Rancière

come reality. The echo of the statement “it really

(2010) calls this concept “the pedagogical model of

isn’t meant like that” dies down very quickly in the

the efficacy of art”. He advises especially that the

heads of those conducting negotiations. For in the

distance between the art object and the viewer/

symbolic-linguistic and institutional system, this

listener, which is so essential to the impact of art,

interpretation has no place. Silvia Costa, with her

be maintained, and the assumed passivity be left

insistence on particular linguistic formulations,

untouched, since even the pure act of seeing repre-

which some would discount as persnicketiness, is

sents an action. Are not then the viewers/listeners

entirely right. Language constitutes our reality. As

disempowered by the assumption of their plasticity

a consequence, exactitude is indicated, especially

on the part of policy, instead of being “engendered”

in an area where various actors with different cul-

and “empowered”, as is always asserted?

tural backgrounds come together and must interpret these texts. The deficiency in the translation

It is not only a purely economic or purely “cul-

into German of the terms “creative sector” (“Kreativ-

tural” understanding of culture that is problematic,

branche”) or “-economy” (“-wirtschaft”) is thus a griev-

but also a purely regulatory understanding of pol-

ous one that must be addressed. The German federal

icy. And so Androulla Vassiliou did indeed stress at

government has also asserted that it would advocate

the first international cultural summit meeting in

for the use of the term “cultural and creative sec-

Edinburgh (August 2012):

tor” (“Kultur- und Kreativsektor”):

“Many of us would agree that markets alone

“In order to avoid misunderstandings, the fed-

cannot deliver everything that a civilised soci-

eral government takes the stand that in the

ety demands in the field of culture and the arts”,

German translation – just as in the English
original version – the reference should be to

but she also says that policy serves to regulate cul-

‘the cultural and creative sector’ rather than to

tural quality:

the ‘cultural and creative industry’” (Deutscher
Bundestag, Drucksache 17/9282, 2012).
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The concept of creativity must likewise be rethought.

However, in order to be able to take a political stand,

Creativity is not only a characteristic referring to

and creating breathing space for art and culture out-

innovative thought and action on the part of indi-

side of economic relationships, it can be helpful to

vidual persons, but also, something that is socially

once again place on the table the opposite of a compe-

embedded and dependent on local conditions.

tition- and profit-oriented cultural production. The

It is dependent on creative networks, all the way

independence of art and culture and their central

through to “creative publics”. Cultural support must

contribution to the common weal must also for this

also adapt to this fact:

reason be made explicit in the support programme.
When it is quietly pointed out that the new eco-

“Regulations, policies and measures which sup-

nomic style on the part of the Commission must be

port artistic creativity can be considered ‘suc-

accepted in order to avoid cuts in the budget for cul-

cessful’ when they guarantee that new and

ture, then an accommodation like this will not help.

innovative ideas or visions are generated and

Once this has been put into writing, even genera-

that they are managed and distributed, not

tions to come will orient themselves according to

only effectively but also in an innovative man-

this interpretation and these objectives. A differ-

ner. In other words, when developing ‘creativity

ent concept of culture will thus pass into oblivion.

policies’ there is a need to balance on the one

The cultural production scene, however, presents

hand basic support for the production of new

enough potential on which to base innovative cul-

ideas and visions and, on the other, the chan-

tural concepts, and could, if it is integrated appro-

nels of distribution for these visions and ideas

priately, make a contribution to a new EU cultural

to be put into the public sphere and be recog-

policy.

nised” (Creative Europe Report 2002).

Ars gratia artis is certainly a chimera and even in the
past, was never a reality. Especially in a globally networked communication society, in which all areas
of life are wholly permeated by optimisation, acceleration and contingent participation, the simplifying dichotomy between l’art pour l’art and art as a
good can certainly be challenged, as Walter Benjamin has already done. He refers to the
“[...] doctrine of l’art pour l’art, which is a theology of art. From this, furthermore, a negative theology in the form of the idea of a ‘pure’
art has emerged outright, which rejects not
only any social function but also any regulation, by means of an objective reproach” (Benjamin 1996:17).
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Appendix
Excerpts from the proposed changes that were approved by the Parliament in a report on the first reading (14/1/2013): (in the left column text that was deleted by the EP is in bold italics; in the right column,
text that was inserted by the EP is in bold italics).
Proposal for a regulation

Amendment

Recital 1

(1) The Treaty aims at an ever closer union among the

Text proposed by the Commission

people of Europe and confers on the Union the task,

(1) The Treaty aims at an ever closer union among the

inter alia, of contributing to the flowering of cultures

people of Europe and confers on the Union the task,

of Member States, while respecting their national and

inter alia, of contributing to the flowering of cultures

regional diversity. In this respect, the Union, where

of Member States, while respecting their national

necessary supports and supplements Member States’

that the conditions necessary for the competitiveness of the Union’s industry exist. In this respect, the
Union, where necessary supports and supplements
Member States’ actions to respect cultural and linguistic diversity, strengthen the competitiveness of
the European cultural and creative sectors and facilitate adaptation to industrial changes, in particular
through vocational training.

accordance with Article 167 of the Treaty and the
2005 UNESCO Convention on the Protection and the
Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions,
and to safeguard and enhance Europe’s tangible
and intangible cultural heritage. It should also foster culture as an element of freedom of expression,
inclusion, social cohesion, intercultural dialogue and
attention to minorities.

and regional diversity and at the same time ensuring actions to respect cultural and linguistic diversity in

Amendment 3
Proposal for a Regulation
Recital 1 a (new)
Amendment

(1a) The Treaty requires the Union and the Member
States to ensure that the conditions necessary for
the competitiveness of the Union’s industry, including equality between men and women in the labour
market, exist. In this respect, the Union, where
necessary, supports and supplements Member
States’ actions to strengthen the competitiveness
of its cultural and creative sectors, especially the
audio-visual sector, as well as actions to facilitate
adaptation to ongoing changes, such as digitisation,
in particular through vocational training.
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Amendment 8
Proposal for a Regulation
Recital 5
Text proposed by the Commission
(5) The UNESCO Convention on the Protection and

the Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions which entered into force on 18 March 2007, and
to which the Union is a party, aims at strengthening
international cooperation, including international coproduction and co-distribution agreements, and solidarity so as to favour the cultural expression of all
countries.

Amendment
(5) The UNESCO Convention on the Protection and
the Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions which entered into force on 18 March 2007,

and which is part of the acquis communautaire,
underlines that cultural activities, goods and services have both an economic and a cultural nature,
because they convey identities, values and meanings, and must not, therefore, be treated as solely
having commercial value. That Convention aims
at strengthening international cooperation, including international co-production and co-distribution
agreements, and solidarity so as to favour the cultural
expression of all countries and individuals. In that
regard, the Convention also states that due attention should be paid to the special circumstances and
needs of various social groups, including persons
belonging to minorities.
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Interviewees
Prof Dr Mathias Fuchs,

Veronika Ratzenböck,

Leuphana University Luneburg, Germany.

Director of Austrian Cultural Documentation.

Artist, musician, media critic.

International Archive for Cultural Analyses,
Vienna, Austria.

Dr Elisabeth Großegger,
Austrian Academy of Sciences, Institute of Culture

Prof Dr Gerald Raunig,

Studies and Theatre History, Vienna, Austria.

Zurich University of the Arts, Zurich, Switzerland.

Andreas Kämpf,

Marietje Schaake,

State Working Group of the Cultural Initiatives

Member of the European Paliament for D66 and

and Socio-Cultural Centres in Baden-Wuerttem-

the Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe.

berg, Germany
(The interview with Andreas Kämpf was
published in: kulturrisse, Heft 4/2012, p.4).

Prof Dr Friedrich Schneider,
Department of Economics, Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria.

Therese Kaufmann,
European Institute for Progressive Cultural
Policies, University of Music and Performing Arts,
Vienna, Austria.
Dr Harald Knill,
new academic press og.
Elisabeth Mayerhofer,
IG Kultur Österreich, Vienna, Austria.
Dr Monika Mokre,
Austrian Academy of Sciences, Institute of Culture
Studies and Theatre History, Vienna, Austria.
Dr Christian Potschka,
Centre for Digital Cultures, Leuphana University
Luneburg, Germany.
Luigi Ratclif,
GAi – Associazione Circuito Giovani Artisti
Italiani, Turin, Italy.
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Fragebogen auf Deutsch
Fragebogen zur Erstellung eines Dossiers über das neue Förderprogramm der Europäischen Kommission „Kreatives Europa (2014–2020)“.
Forschungsprojekt am ifa (Institut für Auslandsbeziehungen), Stuttgart, Deutschland
Email: bruell@ifa.de, www.ifa.de
Bitte beantworten Sie die Fragen in der Ihnen als adäquat erscheinenden Länge:

Name:

Institution:
1.
Wie bewerten Sie die neue Sprache der Europäischen Kommission im Entwurf zum Förderprogramm
„Kreatives Europa“, mit der Verwendung von Termini wie Kultur- und Kreativw irtschaft, Kultur
industrie, Kulturökonomie und die damit einhergehende Betonung von wirtschaftlichem Wachstum
und Wettbewerb in Bezug auf Kultur?
2.
Was halten Sie von dem betonten Doppelcharakter von Kultur: als Wirtschaftsfaktor und im Sinne von
l’art pour l’art? Ist diese Dichotomie sinnvoll oder sollten neue alternative Denkmodelle zur Definition
von Kultur und Kunst entworfen werden?
3.
Kann Kreativität, wie manchmal in den Dokumenten zur EU-Kulturpolitik gelesen, als eine vom
Menschen losgelöste objektive Konstante oder Ware verstanden werden? In welchen Kontext würden
Sie „Kreativität“ einbetten?
4.
Sollten Kleinstunternehmen und Einpersonenu nternehmen bei der Mittelvergabe gleich berücksichtigt
werden wie kleine und mittlere Betriebe?
5.
Sollten beim Monitoring und der Evaluierung der Programme statt ausschließlich quantitativer Erfolge
auch qualitative Aspekte eine Rolle spielen?
6.
Was halten Sie von der geplanten Zusammenlegung der Media Desks und Cultural Contact Points?
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Questionnaire – English version
Questionnaire for a dossier on the new funding programme of the European Commission
“Creative Europe (2014–2020)”.
Research project carried out by Dr Cornelia Bruell, ifa (Institute for Foreign Cultural Relations),
Stuttgart, Germany
email: bruell@ifa.de
www.ifa.de
Please feel free to elaborate on the following questions as extensively as you wish:

Name:

Institution:
1.
What do you think about the new language used by the European Commission to frame EU cultural
policy, e. g. terms like “culture industry” and “cultural economy” and the emphasis on economic
growth and competitiveness?
2.
Do you think the emphasis on the dual character of culture, as economically productive and as l’art pour
l’art, is useful or should alternative notions of culture be invented, adequate to recent developments?
3.
How would you conceptualise the notion of “creativity”? Do you think it is possible to frame
it more or less exclusively, as the European Commission does, in terms of objectivity or goods?
4.
Should micro sized enterprises considered for funding in the same way as small and medium sized
enterprises?
5.
Do you think it is enough to consider mere quantitative aspects in the monitoring and evaluation
system of the programme or should also qualitative parameters be included?
6.
What do you think about the intended merging of cultural contact points and media desks?
7.
Further comments you like to make on the “Creative Europe” Programme:
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